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PRESENT SIMPLE
TENSE WORKSHEET

1. Consider these two statements: (1) The simple present tense is a verb tense used for

actions happening right now. (2) The simple present tense is a verb tense used for actions

happening regularly.

    A. Statement 1 is true, while statement 2 is false.

    B. Statement 2 is true, while statement 1 is false.

    C. Both statements are true.

    D. Both statements are false.

2. Most regular verbs use the root verb to form the simple present tense. Only the third-

person singular subject uses the -es or -s form.

A. True                                         B. False

3. What is the formula for asking questions in the simple present tense?

    A. Do/does + subject + -s form of verb.

    B. Subject + do/does root verb.

    C. -s form of verb + subject + do/does

    D. Do/does + subject + root verb.

4. What is the simple present form of to be when the subject is I?

A. Is                                              B. Are                                    C. Am

5. If the first-person singular form of go is go, what is its third-person singular form?

A. Go                                            B. Goes                                 C. Going

#1: Choose the letter of the correct answer.
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I ________________ (enjoy) driving my car.

He always ________________ (tell) me his secrets.

In this building, people usually ________________ (talk) too much.

You never ________________ (help) me with my homework.

My family ________________ (praise) Julia all the time.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

#2: Change the verb into its correct form.

1. Mary and Sara exercise twice a week.

________________________________________________________________________________

2. John always shouts.

________________________________________________________________________________

3. Her family travels yearly.

________________________________________________________________________________

4. I live near his house.

________________________________________________________________________________

5. She bakes cookies for a living.

________________________________________________________________________________

#3: Transform the sentences into question form.
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#1

ANSWER KEY

Enjoy

Tells

Talk

Help

Praises

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

#2

Do Mary and Sara exercise twice a week?

Does John always shout?

Does her family travel yearly?

Do I live near his house?

Does she bake cookies for a living?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

#3
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